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• OLYMPIADS Champs Class 10 English is an attempt to
guide and prepare students for Olympiad examinations. •
Complete syllabus of Olympiad is completely divided into 17
chapters. • The book provides, for each chapter, important
concepts followed by Multiple Choice Questions Exercises. •
Each chapter provides 2 levels of Exercises based on the
level of difficulty. • The detailed solutions to the MCQ's are
provided at the end of each chapter. • 5 Online mock tests
based on the different Olympiad exams are also provided
along with the book. This book will really prove to be an asset
for Class 10 students as they hardly find any material which
can help them in not only mastering the Olympiads but also
help them in building a strong foundation.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, many educational
institutions implemented social distancing interventions such
as initiating closure, developing plans for employees to work
remotely, and transitioning teaching and learning from face-toface classrooms to online environments. The abrupt switch to
online teaching and learning, for the most part, has been a
massive change for administration, faculty, and students at
traditional brick-and-mortar universities and colleges as
concerns regarding the pedagogical soundness of this mode
of delivery remain among some stakeholders. Not only that,
but the switch has also revealed the inequities in the system
when it comes to the types of students universities serve. It is
important as institutions move forward with online instruction
that consideration be made about all students and what
policies and strategies need to be put into place to help
support and meet the needs of all constituents now or when
unprecedented situations arise. The only way this can be
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done is by documenting the experiences through the eyes of
faculty who were at the frontline of providing instruction and
advising services to students. The Handbook of Research on
Inequities in Online Education During Global Crises brings to
light the struggles faculty and students faced as they were
required to switch to online education during the global
COVID-19 health crisis. This crisis has revealed inequities in
the educational system as well as the specific effects of
inequities when it comes to learning online, and the chapters
in this book provide information to help institutions be better
prepared for online education or remote learning in the future.
While highlighting topics such as new educational trends,
remote instruction, diversity in education, and teaching and
learning in a pandemic, this book is ideal for in-service and
preservice teachers, administrators, teacher educators,
practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and
students interested in the inequalities within the educational
systems and the new policies and strategies put in place with
online education to combat these issues and support the
needs of all diverse student populations.
The Tata Institute of Social Sciences, abbreviated as TISS is
the first university of social work in India, deemed by the
University Grants Commission (UGC). It was established in
1936 and until 1944, TISS was known as Sir Dorabji Tata
Graduate School of Social Work. The institute offers as many
as 53 postgraduate study programs at its four campuses
situated at Mumbai, Guwahati, Hyderabad, and Tuljapur.
TISS conducts a National Entrance Test known as TISSNET
to induct eligible candidates for these study programs.
TISSNET is a computer-based test with an overall test
duration of 100 minutes. The paper comprises Multiple
Choice Questions (MCQs) on three sections namely General
Awareness, Mathematical & Logical Reasoning, and English.
There are no sectional cutoffs in TISSNET, students are
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selected based on overall cutoffs. To help the students
prepare efficiently for the exam, EduGorilla offers an
exhaustive collection of TISSNET mock tests and TISSNET
online test series. These TISSNET mock tests and TISSNET
online test series cater to TISSNET aspirants and help them
improve upon their performance.
For over 50 years, Test Match Special has provided listeners
with every Test cricket ball, batting average, and plenty of
views from the boundary, too. But how well do you know your
cricket? Pit your wits against Aggers, Tuffers, Boycs and
Johnners – and try not to get caught out! Can you identify the
most famous players from history, name that ground or reel
off well-known (and lesser-known) stats and facts. And of
course, what Test Match Special would be complete without
the gaffes, giggles, cakes and celebrity guests who make up
a day at the cricket? With over 3,000 mind-bending puzzles
about every aspect of the sport and beyond, this is the
ultimate test of any cricket fan's true average.
This handbook collates research evidence and presents the
most up-to-date findings on child development in SubSaharan Africa. It discusses complex risk factors and medical
conditions affecting childhood outcomes, and spotlights
emerging programs for enhancing literacy and cognitive
development. The panel of expert contributors offer needed
context and knowledge to the discussion of previously
understudied topics. Chapters present proven intervention
strategies currently in use across the diverse region. In
addition, this handbook provides guidelines for culturally
sensitive and ethical research that will inform practice and
help shape policy goals and initiatives. Topics featured in the
Handbook include: · Fatherhood in the African context. ·
Sibling care-giving and its implications in Sub-Saharan Africa.
· Nutritional status, infections, and child development ·
Diabetes in Sub-Saharan African children. · How to adapt
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tests for Sub-Saharan Africa. · Interventions aimed at children
and caregivers. · A culturally sensitive approach to conducting
research and promoting initial literacy development in Africa
The Handbook of Applied Developmental Science in SubSaharan Africa is a must-have resource for researchers,
professionals/scientist-practitioners, and graduate students in
child, school, and developmental psychology, as well as
pediatrics, social work, public health, and education.

Education for All 2000-2015: Achievements and
challengesEFA Global Monitoring ReportUNESCO
Publishing
TARGET IIFT 2018 - Past (2005 - 2017) + 5 Mock
Tests contains the detailed solutions of IIFT
Question Papers from 2005 to 2017. The book also
contains 5 Mock tests designed exactly as per the
latest pattern of IIFT. The book also contains a
General Awareness Question Bank containing 100+
MCQ’s involving current issues similar to the ones
asked in the actual exam.
Ever since British soldiers returning from India in the
mid-nineteenth century introduced their homeland to
a fast-paced ball game on horseback, polo has
remained the quintessential British sport. Although
its origins lie in Asia, British pioneers are credited
with both modernizing the game and spurring its
spread worldwide. This volume chronicles the history
of polo in the British Isles from its beginnings in the
1860s through the summer of 2011. It recounts the
development of polo clubs, including the rise and fall
of once mighty citadels of the game; describes the
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major competitions and many of the lesser
tournaments in England and Ireland; and gives
particular attention to international contests.
Biographical sketches of top players, from early
innovators to current superstars, and reflections on
current issues affecting the game, including the rise
of commercialism and the decrease of civility and
sportsmanship, complete this vivid panorama of
British polo.
The record-breaking records annual is back and
packed with more incredible accomplishments,
stunts, cutting-edge science and amazing sporting
achievements than ever before. With more than
3,000 new and updated records and 1,000 eyepopping photos, it has thousands of new stats and
facts and dazzling new features. There is so much to
explore inside. Go on a whirlwind tour of the planet’s
most amazing places, from the largest swamps to
the deepest points on Earth. Find out what happens
when you give an octopus a Rubik’s Cube, and why
all you need to defend yourself from a crocodile is a
rubber band! You’ll also find all your favorite records
and categories such as Big Stuff, Collections, Mass
Participation and Fun with Food, plus the year’s
most significant sporting achievements. Our editors
have also taken inspiration this year from the world
of superheroes – both fictional and real-world – so
look out for our feature chapter charting your favorite
caped crusaders in comic books, TV shows and
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movies. We also meet the real-life record-breakers
with genuine superpowers, such as the Canadian
strongman vicar who can pull a jumbo jet and an
actual cyborg who uses technology to augment his
senses. You’ll also learn all about the science of
superheroes, such as who the fastest and strongest
superheroes would be if they came to life, and who
would win in a royal rumble between Superman,
Batman, Hulk and Dr Strange! Also new this year is
a celebration of the superlative with infographic
poster pages that explore the most exciting
absolutes, such as the longest, tallest, fastest and
heaviest. Does the longest sofa outstretch the
longest train? Is the tallest Easter egg bigger than
the tallest snowman? Find out in this amazing new
edition. You’ll also find these special pages
available as free poster downloads at
guinnessworldrecords.com! From science to showbiz
via stunts and sports, there are real-life heroes all
around us in all shapes and sizes, achieving the
extraordinary every day. There’s only one book
where you’ll find so many amazing facts all in one
place, and that’s Guinness World Records 2018!
TARGET IIFT 2017 - Past (2005 - 2016) + 5 Mock
Tests contains the detailed solutions of IIFT
Question Papers from 2005 to 2016. The book also
contains 5 Mock tests designed exactly as per the
latest pattern of IIFT. The book also contains a
General Awareness Question Bank containing 100+
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MCQ’s involving current issues similar to the ones
asked in the actual exam.
Help your child hit new heights in test-taking with Spectrum
Test Practice for grade 5. Aligned to current state standards,
this workbook gets kids ready using practice tests, online
exercises, tips, examples, and answer sheets genuine to the
real math and language arts assessments. By providing an
authentic test experience, you’re helping your child build the
skills and confidence to exceed assessment expectations.
Spectrum Test Practice provides everything kids need to take
on testing—including online practice pages, customized by
state and grade-level.
Written for Higher Education educators, managers and policymakers, Plagiarism, the Internet and Student Learning
combines theoretical understandings with a practical model of
plagiarism and aims to explain why and how plagiarism
developed. It offers a new way to conceptualize plagiarism
and provides a framework for professionals dealing with
plagiarism in higher education. Sutherland-Smith presents a
model of plagiarism, called the plagiarism continuum, which
usefully informs discussion and direction of plagiarism
management in most educational settings. The model was
developed from a cross-disciplinary examination of plagiarism
with a particular focus on understanding how educators and
students perceive and respond to issues of plagiarism. The
evolution of plagiarism, from its birth in Law, to a global issue,
poses challenges to international educators in diverse cultural
settings. The case studies included are the voices of
educators and students discussing the complexity of
plagiarism in policy and practice, as well as the tensions
between institutional and individual responses. A review of
international studies plus qualitative empirical research on
plagiarism, conducted in Australia between 2004-2006,
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explain why it has emerged as a major issue. The book
examines current teaching approaches in light of issues
surrounding plagiarism, particularly Internet plagiarism. The
model affords insight into ways in which teaching and learning
approaches can be enhanced to cope with the ever-changing
face of plagiarism. This book challenges Higher Education
educators, managers and policy-makers to examine their own
beliefs and practices in managing the phenomenon of
plagiarism in academic writing.
This book presents all the publicly available questions from
the PISA surveys. Some of these questions were used in the
PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and others were used in
developing and trying out the assessment.
With Tests and One Day Internationals now joined by
Twenty20 games, there is more international cricket than ever
before. These games captivate a television audience of tens
of millions throughout the year and throughout the world. But
how do you keep track of all the players? The Wisden Guide
to International Cricket (formerly known as The ESPN Cricinfo
Guide to International Cricket) is the answer. The 2012
edition of this already popular annual paperback will contain
crisply written profiles of everyone expected to appear in a
Test match in 2012. Published in November 2011, at the
beginning of international cricket's busiest time of year, this is
the only guide that tells you HOW they play as well as what
they've achieved. The 200 players featured in the book all get
full-page treatment, with a photograph alongside a career
summary in words, facts and figures. And to back up the
profiles, there are quick-fire records for every country, and upto-date statistics from www.cricinfo.com, the world's biggest
cricket website. The Wisden Guide to International Cricket is
the essential companion for every cricket lover, and the ideal
complement to the long-standing Spring bestsellers Wisden
Cricketers' Almanack and Playfair.
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A beautifully-produced and fully-illustrated, large format
celebration of the greatest players in the history of cricket.

Established in 1911, The Rotarian is the official
magazine of Rotary International and is circulated
worldwide. Each issue contains feature articles, columns,
and departments about, or of interest to, Rotarians.
Seventeen Nobel Prize winners and 19 Pulitzer Prize
winners – from Mahatma Ghandi to Kurt Vonnegut Jr. –
have written for the magazine.
This comprehensive volume provides teachers,
researchers and education professionals with cutting
edge knowledge developed in the last decades by the
educational, behavioural and neurosciences, integrating
cognitive, developmental and socioeconomic
approaches to deal with the problems children face in
learning mathematics. The neurocognitive mechanisms
and the cognitive processes underlying acquisition of
arithmetic abilities and their significance for education
have been the subject of intense research in the last few
decades, but the most part of this research has been
conducted in non-applied settings and there’s still a
deep discrepancy between the level of scientific
knowledge and its implementation into actual educational
settings. Now it’s time to bring the results from the
laboratory to the classroom. Apart from bringing the
theoretical discussions to educational settings, the
volume presents a wide range of methods for early
detection of children with risks in mathematics learning
and strategies to develop effective interventions based
on innovative cognitive test instruments. It also provides
insights to translate research knowledge into public
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policies in order to address socioeconomic issues. And it
does so from an international perspective, dedicating a
whole section to the cultural diversity of mathematics
learning difficulties in different parts of the world. All of
this makes the International Handbook of Mathematical
Learning Difficulties an essential tool for those involved
in the daily struggle to prepare the future generations to
succeed in the global knowledge society.
The twelfth edition of the EFA Global Monitoring Report
marking the 2015 deadline for the six goals set at the
World Education Forum in Dakar, Senegal, in 2000
provides a considered and comprehensive accounting of
global progress. As the international community prepares
for a new development and education agenda, this report
takes stock of past achievements and reflects on future
challenges. There are many signs of notable advances.
The pace towards universal primary education has
quickened, gender disparity has been reduced in many
countries and governments are increasing their focus on
making sure children receive an education of good
quality. However, despite these efforts, the world failed
to meet its overall commitment to Education for All.
Millions of children and adolescents are still out of
school, and it is the poorest and most disadvantaged
who bear the brunt of this failure to reach the EFA
targets.
Provides a brief introduction to lightning, thunder, and
their effects.
This volume presents data on students, teachers and
schools for each country and analyzes the science
performance of the students and their attitudes towards
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school and science. Further themes include the
opportunities available for learning science, the
qualifications and teaching load.

A workbook offering sample questions and tests,
designed to help students become familiar with test
formats and content.
Recent decades have seen sub-Saharan Africa
decline in both economic and human terms. The rich
North has responded with a barrage of wellpublicized initiatives, from pop concerts to
international commitments on debt relief, aid, trade
and good governance. Among the complex of factors
necessary to sustain economic and human
development, education receives little media
coverage, although it is crucial. However, education
must be effective. This book argues that in
'Anglophone' Africa, education is not effective
because of the use of English, rather than children's
first languages, both as the medium of instruction,
and also as the language in which children are first
taught to read. Research is presented from Malawi
and Zambia, countries with contrasting language
policies, using evidence from tests in English and
African languages, small-group discussions and
classroom observation. The findings show that
English-medium policies in Africa do not give
students any advantage in English over firstlanguage policies, while the use of English
discriminates against girls and rural children. The
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book concludes that much education in Africa is a
barrier rather than a bridge to learning because of
the prevailing language ideology, which has resulted
in massive over-estimation of the value of English.
While appropriate language policies alone will not
solve education and development difficulties in
Africa, they do have a positive contribution to make.
The evidence presented here suggests they are
failing to make that contribution.
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